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What Makes Primo Unique?

Community engagement and collaboration

- Monthly Webex meetings with the PWG
- Multiple channels for collaboration (Base camp, SLACK, Ideas Exchange)
- 4 webinars with customer community
- 5 NERS enhancements since last ELUNA
- Hackathon week
- 1 ideas exchange for dinner...
A year Ago – ELUNA 2016.....

Enhanced User Experience
- Extend the User Interface
  - Done

Enhanced Primo Central Content
- Linked Data
  - In Process

Library Empowerment
- RESTful APIs
  - In Process
- Additional Exploration Options
  - Done

Discovery in Context
- Big Data Analytics
  - Done
- Ex Libris Integrated Offering
  - Done

Primo – Alma Optimization
- In Process
  - Done

Resource Recommender
- In Process
  - Done
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Expand and Enrich Discoverable Content

Promote Open access
- A company-wide focus: Unique collections, discovery index, linking, resource management tools
- Today: Over 220 M index items identified as “Open Access”
- Roadmap focus areas:
  - Review and index additional openly available content
  - Index and externalize institutional repositories
  - Improve discoverability of OA items – search, filters, indicators, reports

Enhance content coverage
- Community driven: NERS voting, Idea Exchange Content forum (New!)
- Finalizing remaining Primo-Summon content gaps

Enrich discovery with controlled vocabulary

Leverage multimedia content
- Enrich discovery experience with video content (e.g. Alexander Street)
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Search and Find – Highlights

Increase the result mix for ambiguous topic searches (1 – 3 words)
  • Provide a mix of overview and specialized research material

Continuous adjustments to the ranking algorithm

Increase glanceability and linking for Primo Central preferred records in a group
  • Enrich preferred record with fields from other records in the same group
Search and Find – Coming Next

- New algorithm for CJK language search
- Extension to mixed result list
- Search expansion with controlled vocabulary
Clicking search is just the beginning of the research journey
Discovery beyond searching: The Power of Big Data

- **Big data analysis**
  - Databases & Full Text
  - Metadata & Taxonomies
  - > 6.5M Searches a Day

**Exploration**
- Citation Trail
- Resource Recommender
- Topic Explorer
- bX Article Recommender
- Virtual Browse

**New research paths**
**Richer learning experience**
Discovery Beyond Searching: Citation Trail

Your current citation path

<Listing Sources Citing:
Social Robots as Embedded Reinforcers of Social Behavior in Children with Autism
Kim, Elizabeth ; Berkovits, Lauren ; Bernier, Emily ...>

This result list contains items that are citing this article. Note that this is not necessarily a complete list of citations. X DISMISS

Page 1 21 Results

1. Article / multiple sources exist. see all
How do typically developing children and children with autism perceive different social robots?
Peca, Andreea ; Simut, Ramona ; Pintea, Sebastian ; Costescu, Cristina ; Vanderborght, Bram
"" of the social robots isolated from the behavior. We... children to relate the appearance to the robot with exaggerated social cues may help ""
Full text available "" >

2. Article / multiple sources exist. see all
The effects of embodied rhythm and robotic interventions on the spontaneous and responsive verbal communication skills of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD): A further outcome of a pilot randomized
Discovery Beyond Searching: Citation Trail

Your current citation path

Social Robots as Embedded Reinforcers of Social Behavior
How do typically developing children and CAN THE SOCIAL ROBOT PROBO HELP CHILDREN ...

NOW LISTING SOURCES CITED IN:
Mapping Robots to Therapy and Educational Objectives for Children with Autism Spectrum ...
Huijnen, Claire A. G. J.; Lexis, Monique A. S.; Jans...

This result list contains items that are cited by this article. Note that this is not necessarily a complete list of citations.

PAGE 1 42 Results

1. ARTICLE / multiple sources exist. see all
Social Robots as Embedded Reinforcers of Social Behavior in Children with Autism
Kim, Elizabeth; Berkovits, Lauren; Bernier, Emily; Leyzberg, Dan; Shic, Frederick; Paul, Rhea; Scassellati, Brian
Full text available

2. ARTICLE / multiple sources exist. see all
CAN THE SOCIAL ROBOT PROBO HELP CHILDREN WITH AUTISM TO IDENTIFY SITUATION-BASED EMOTIONS? A SERIES OF SINGLE CASE EXPERIMENTS
Pop, Cristina Anamaria; Simut, Ramona; Pintea, Sebastian; Saldien, Jelle; Rusu, Alina; David, Daniel; Vanderfaellie, Johan; Leleber, Dirk; Vanderborght, Bram
International Journal of Humanoid Robotics, 1 August 2013, Vol.10(03)[Peer Reviewed Journal]
Full-text not available. Click on the "View It" tab for additional options
Discovery Beyond Searching: bX Article Recommender
Hegel, Naturalism and the Philosophy of Nature
Stone, Allison

In this article I consider whether Hegel is a naturalist or an anti-naturalist with respect to his philosophy of nature. I adopt a cluster-based approach to naturalism, on which positions are more or less naturalistic depending how many strands of the cluster naturalism they exemplify. I focus on two strands: belief that philosophy is continuous with the empirical sciences, and disbelief in supernatural entities. I argue that Hegel regards philosophy of nature as distinct, but not wholly discontinuous, from empirical science and that he believes in the reality of formal and final causes insofar as he is a realist about universal forms that interconnect to comprise a self-organizing whole.
Related items: Data/R&D lab

BOOK
1 versions of this record exist. See all versions

One hundred years of solitude.
Gabriel García Márquez 1927-2014. 1970

Check holdings

REVIEW / multiple sources exist. see all
One Hundred Years of Solitude. (Book Review) (Brief Review)
Rogers, M;

Full text available

Get It

Sign-in for more options

Your search did not match any physical resource in the library
In order to receive options to request the resource from other libraries, please sign in

Relais D2D

Search in Google by ISBN

Having problems? Please contact the staff
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Primo New UI

Over 100 live customers!

Out-of-the-box or customized

Great feedback from users
First look at Primo’s new UI

They did a great job and developed a UI that is responsive, modern and (mostly) easy to use

https://libux.co/primo-user-interface/
Few Customers Examples
Let’s Have A Look ....

How does this work?

Primo provides simple, one-stop searching for books and e-books, videos, articles, digital media, and more.
Primo also helps you manage your research. Sign in in order to:

- Renew books and videos
- Create favorites lists
- Export citations to RefWorks and EndNote Web
- View full search results. (Some databases, only show results when you’re signed in.)

Where can I get help?

Ask a librarian how to start your search

Questions? Comments?

Let us know what you think!
And there’s much more to come...
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Coming from NERS and Ideas Exchange

- Additional display fields
- Separate configuration for display and searchable element
- Additional reports
Simplifying & expediting Primo back office processes by leveraging Alma platform

- Streamlining publishing processes
- Real-time discovery of records created in Alma
- Simplified product implementation process
- Unified back office management of Primo and Alma

In collaboration with our development partners!

Primo deployment name for documentation, training, Salesforce, and support purposes: Primo VE
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Community in Action: Primo UI Hackathon Week

**GOALS OF THE HACKATHON**

- create NUI views for your individual institutions
- discuss features to help your institution to go live
- hear about the roadmap of features planned for H1 2017
- team up with like-minded participants on a function/feature/view (instead of everyone rolling the same thing)
- see participant work on Friday.
- share/contribute to GitHub
Primo Open Discovery Framework – Essentials

Customize, Develop & Collaborate

Immediate display of changes

Manageable upgrades

Simple way to display default ‘factory’ UI

Share with the community
Are you ready for the Open Discovery Challenge!?

Develop on the new Primo UI, share with the community, and... compete for a prize!

Play to win:
1. IGeLU/ELUNA Ticket + online learning course of your choice (value $500)
2. Online learning course of your choice (value $250)

And there’s more!

New discussion paper:
Driving Innovation through Collaboration – The Primo Open Discovery Framework
Download: www.resources.exlibrisgroup.com/opendiscovery
Linked Data

Seamlessly enrich the user interface with linked open data from external sources related to the records discovered.

Expose library records in common schemas to be indexed by Internet search engines.
Next year is going to be even more exciting...

Enhanced User Experience

Enhanced Primo Central Content

Library Empowerment

Discovery in Context

- Extend the User interface
- Linked Data
- RESTful APIs
- Additional Exploration Options

- Primo – Alma Optimization
- Resource Recommender
- Big Data Analytics
- Ex Libris Integrated Offering
THANK YOU